Abstract: DBSCAN is one of the popular density-based clustering algorithms, but requires re-clustering the entire data when the input parameters are changed. OPTICS overcomes this limitation. In this paper, we propose a batch-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm which performs efficient insertion and deletion of a batch of points in a hierarchical cluster ordering, which is the output of OPTICS. Only a couple of algorithms are available in the literature on incremental versions of OPTICS. This can be attributed to the sequential access patterns of OPTICS. The existing incremental algorithms address the problem of incrementally updating the hierarchical cluster ordering for point-wise insertion/deletion, but these algorithms are only good for infrequent updates. The proposed incremental OPTICS algorithm performs batch-wise insertions/deletions and is suitable for frequent updates. It produces exactly the same hierarchical cluster ordering as that of classical OPTICS. Real datasets have been used for experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithm and results show remarkable performance improvement over the classical and other existing incremental OPTICS algorithms.
Introduction
Clustering is a data mining technique of grouping data objects into a number of groups where all the data objects within a group have similar properties but are different from data objects in other groups. Clustering techniques can be broadly classified into partitioning clustering, hierarchical clustering, density-based clustering etc. Density-based clustering algorithms give clusters based on the density of regions. Regions of high density are interspersed by regions of low density. DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1997) and OPTICS (Ankerst et al., 1999) are two popular density-based clustering algorithms. The main idea in these two algorithms is that of core points. A core point is one which has more than or equal to some pre-specified number of points (MinPts) in its -neighbourhood E (neighbourhood radius). Clusters are formed around core points. Minpts and E are the parameters of these two algorithms. DBSCAN clustering is valid only for a given input parameter .
E One has to redo the clustering if clusters are required at a different .
E OPTICS overcomes this limitation of DBSCAN by outputting clusters for any given ′ ≤ E E without re-clustering the data. In OPTICS, for a constant value of MinPts, clusters of higher density are completely contained in clusters of lower density. The output is a cluster-ordering, i.e., a linear order of data points that can be used to assign cluster membership. Cluster-ordering consists of two values for each object: core-distance and a reachability-distance (defined in Section 2), which is sufficient to extract clusters at any . ′ ≤ E E Incremental versions of OPTICS are required to efficiently update clustering information in real world clustering applications in which new data keeps coming and old data is required to be purged. This necessitates handling of inserts and deletes, incrementally. In the absence of such algorithms, we would need to re-run the clustering algorithm on existing plus appended data in case of insertions and on remaining data in case of deletions. This will be highly inefficient when the appended/purged data is a small fraction of the existing data. Moreover, the point-wise incremental versions of OPTICS (Kriegel et al., 2003; Shao et al., 2010) can only handle infrequent updates efficiently and become computationally expensive when the updates are frequent. The above discussion clearly identifies the need for incremental OPTICS algorithms which can efficiently handle frequent updates.
While, several incremental algorithms for DBSCAN are available (Ester et al., 1998; Raheman and Khan, 2010) , very less work has been reported in literature on incremental OPTICS (Kriegel et al., 2003; Shao et al., 2010) . In this paper, we propose a batch-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm which performs efficient insertion and deletion of a batch of points and thus, handles frequent updates efficiently. Kriegel et al. (2003) have proposed an incremental OPTICS algorithm which can handle point-wise insertion and/or deletion of data points. The incremental algorithm proposed by Shao et al. (2010) can only handle point-wise insertion. This algorithm, just like Kriegel et al. (2003) , suffers from the limitation of inefficient handling of frequent insertions. Moreover, it does not handle deletions.
In a data warehousing environment, typically a sliding window protocol is implemented and it requires periodic batch-wise insertions and deletions. Except for real-time data warehousing, where the data comes as a stream, most of the applications can be served well by batch processing. The proposed algorithm will be useful in all conventional data warehousing environments, except real-time environments.
The proposed algorithm handles efficient batch insertion in hierarchical cluster ordering by first running classical OPTICS separately on the new batch for addition and then merging the new cluster ordering with the old cluster ordering through an efficient merging mechanism. The merging algorithm extends the idea of incremental OPTICS algorithm given by Kriegel et al. (2003) and reengineers it for making it suitable for batch updates. However, for deletion, we do not need to run the classical OPTICS on the batch which needs to be deleted. A reorganisation mechanism has been proposed to get the final cluster ordering. The major part of the execution time of the algorithm goes in processing the points which come in the neighbourhood of points being inserted or deleted. For now, we refer to these points as affected points. Our algorithm efficiently finds the affected points in the original data list and the new batch using the spatial information stored in the R-trees of the old data and that of the new batch. OPTICS requires neighbourhood queries which can be efficiently performed using R-tree (Guttman, 1984) . We use R-tree for efficient neighbourhood queries in all our implementations. The final cluster ordering obtained by our approach is exactly same as the cluster ordering obtained using classical OPTICS. Additionally, the clusters of each batch can be stored, analysed independently and compared with the clusters of other batches. For example, let B 1 , B 2 , …, B n be the batches which are generated at timestamps T 1 , T 2 , …, T n respectively. Then, we may analyse any of these batches separately or may analyse a subset of these batches by first getting their combined clustering information using the proposed batch-wise incremental OPTICS and comparing them with another subset of batches. This may help us in comparing clusters of a certain time period with that of another time period. The proposed approach can exploit distributed computing infrastructure when the incoming or outgoing batch of data is large. In such situations, the batch can be divided into chunks and distributed among the nodes. The nodes can independently compute the cluster ordering of each chunk and then the final cluster ordering of the updated batch can be obtained using the efficient merging algorithm (Goyal et al., 2015) . Experiments have been performed on various real datasets and the proposed approach shows significant improvement over point-wise incremental OPTICS and classical OPTICS algorithm.
The main contributions of the proposed paper are:
1 An efficient algorithm is developed for identifying the affected points as well as for performing batch-wise insertions and deletions in a hierarchical cluster ordering. Batch-wise insertion algorithm includes merging of two sets of cluster orderings and batch-wise deletion algorithm includes a reorganisation mechanism.
2 The proposed approach provides exact cluster ordering as obtained by classical OPTICS. Our approach also overcomes the shortcomings of existing incremental OPTICS.
be the -neighbourhood E of p, and MinPts-distance(p) be the distance from p to its neighbour of rank MinPts. For example, if MinPts is set to 5, then MinPts-distance(p) = distance(p, fifth nearest neighbour). The core-distance of p is defined as follows: dist( , ), if is a core point ( is the nearest neighbour) CoreDist( ) UNDEFINED, else
• Reachability distance: Let p and o be points in a dataset D, and
Then, the reachability-distance (reachDistance) of p with respect to o is defined as follows:
DBSCAN takes two input parameters: E and MinPts. To find a cluster, DBSCAN starts with any arbitrary data point p and computes its -neighbourhood. E If p is a core point, a cluster is formed around p, and all the points in the -neighbourhood E of p are assigned to this cluster. To expand the cluster, all points in the -neighbourhood E are stored in a queue (Q) and checked whether they are core points or not. If a point is found to be a core point, it is processed in the same way as p, otherwise the point is marked as processed and the next point in the queue is processed. The expansion of the cluster ends once Q becomes empty. If p is not a core point, the next data point is selected and processed in the same way to get a new cluster. The process is repeated until all the clusters are identified. All the unprocessed non-core points are marked as noise in the end. Unlike DBSCAN, which outputs clusters and noise points, OPTICS outputs a hierarchical cluster ordering. A hierarchical cluster ordering is a list of points containing the core and reachability distances for every point. The points in the list are linearly ordered in such a way that a point's reachability distance is minimum with respect to all the points above it. This allows us to extract clusters for any , ′ ≤ E E thereby alleviating the problem caused by DBSCAN. We now define hierarchical cluster ordering. (1) and (2) respectively. We call CO a cluster ordering with respect to E and MinPts, if the following three conditions hold: 
Hierarchical cluster ordering
OPTICS uses two data structures:
1 an R-tree (Guttman, 1984) to index the data objects 2 a min-priority queue (PQ) to store neighbourhood points using reachability distance as key.
The complexity of the classical OPTICS algorithm is O(n * computation time for region query) that is O(n * log n) (assuming a spatial indexing structure such as R-tree). Expanding a cluster (expandCluster) and updating neighbourhood (updateNbhd) are two major operations and are described in the pseudo-code given in Figure 1 . OPTICS first selects an unprocessed object p, finds ( ), N p E sets its reachabilitydistance to UNDEFINED and determines its core-distance. If p is a core point, its neighbourhood points are inserted into priority queue (PQ) and p is output (as part of the final cluster ordering). While inserting the neighbourhood points into PQ, if a point is already present in PQ, its reachability distance is updated. Points are then dequeued from PQ and processed in the same way until PQ is empty. This marks the end of the processing of the current cluster. If the point p is not a core-point, the algorithm selects the next unprocessed point from the dataset. We then process any remaining unprocessed point, to get a new cluster. The process is repeated until all the clusters are identified. Noise points, having both core and reachability distance UNDEFINED are appended at the end of the cluster ordering list. For details of the algorithm, please refer to (Ankerst et al., 1999) . 
2.1 R-tree data structure R-tree (Guttman, 1984 ) is a height-balanced, multi-dimensional version of B-tree (Bayer and McCreight, 1972) . Leaf nodes in an R-tree contain pointers to data objects in the database. Non-leaf node contains entries of the form (I, child-pointer) where child-pointer points to its child and I is a bounding box which covers all the entries in that child. The minimum and maximum number of entries that can fit in one node are represented by m and M respectively where m = M/2, in general. R-tree allows children of any node to have overlapping regions, and therefore, a region query or a point query may result in traversal of multiple branches of the tree. In Figure 2 , the logical arrangement of an R-tree with two levels of internal nodes and the last level of the tree contains data points. The spatial arrangement shows the spatial positions of the internal nodes. For computing -neighbourhood E of a d-dimensional point p, we construct a d-dimensional hypercube by adding +E and −E to p's coordinate in every dimension so that a hypersphere of radius E fits completely into the hypercube. We find its overlap with the root of R-tree. If it overlaps, we traverse down and find its overlap with the children. We further traverse down the branches of those children with which it overlaps, finding overlap at every level until we reach the leaf nodes. We compute distance of all the point entries in the leaf nodes which lie inside the queried hypercube and the points having distance less than E are added to the neighbourhood list of p. Average case time complexity for one neighbourhood query is O(log n). A more accurate measurement of time taken by neighbourhood or region queries is to count the nodes visited during the search.
Related work
There is very little work available in literature on incremental versions of OPTICS algorithm. In this section, we give a detailed description on existing incremental algorithms for OPTICS. Incremental OPTICS by Kriegel et al. (2003) handles insertion and deletion of one point at a time. The basic idea is to update the part of the cluster ordering affected by the insertion or deletion of a point rather than re-running OPTICS on the entire dataset. There are two major issues with this algorithm. First, the algorithm becomes expensive when frequency of updates is high. The amount of work (such as scanning through the cluster ordering, performing the neighbourhood queries for points lying in the neighbourhood of the updated point, and priority queue operations) has to be repeated for each point update. Also, during such updates, there can be significant number of common points. Second, the clusters obtained may not be the same as obtained by the classical OPTICS algorithm because, clusters that appear before the first mutating point (see Section 3.1 for details) are fixed as it is, although they may merge with other clusters through the points whose density properties change. In addition to this, clusters having successors of either deleted point or new non-core points (which were core before deletion), may form separate clusters thus, leading to multiple clusters instead of a single cluster obtained by classical OPTICS. The Incremental OPTICS algorithm is described in detail in Section 3.1.
Another incremental approach for OPTICS is given by Shao et al. (2010) . This approach can not handle deletion of points in a cluster ordering. For inserting a point, the core distances of points which lie in the neighbourhood of inserted points are updated and clusters are merged. Reachability distances of the points in ( ), N p E where p is a point whose core distance is updated, are computed and updated. The approach is similar to that of Kriegel et al. (2003) . The algorithm however, does not attempt, to break density reachable cycles. A density reachable cycle is formed when, in a part of ordering (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ), x 1 's reachability distance (rd) is computed with respect to x 0 , x 2 's rd is computed with respect to x 0 or x 1 and so on and finally, x n 's rd is computed with respect to x 0 or x 1 …x n-1 and x 0 's rd is computed with respect to x 1 or x 2 or x 3 or … x n . A cycle cannot be accommodated in a hierarchical cluster ordering since the point above in the cluster ordering cannot have reachability with respect to a point below it. Also, merging of core points and updation of reachability distances are done separately. As a consequence, either the neighbourhoods are computed twice, leading to time inefficiency, or neighbourhoods are computed and stored during merging of core points and used while updating the reachability distances which, in turn, leads to space inefficiency.
OpticsStream (Tasoulis et al., 2007) has been proposed for handling streaming data. It is based upon DenStream (Cao et al., 2006) , which applies DBSCAN to streaming data. OpticsStream handles the issue of dynamically changing nature of the streams by making use of a micro-clustering framework. Instead of data points, potential micro clusters are stored and on need, classical OPTICS is applied on core micro clusters to get the clusters at that instance. OpticsStream provides intuitive representations of the clustering structure as well as the manner in which this structure changes with time. But, OpticsStream provides only an approximate solution and is not aimed at reproducing clustering results of classical OPTICS algorithm.
Incremental OPTICS
Incremental OPTICS (Kriegel et al., 2003) updates the cluster ordering (obtained using OPTICS) on insertion/deletion of a point from an existing cluster ordering. When we insert or delete a point from a cluster ordering, the density properties (core distance, reachability distance) of certain data points may change. The algorithm reorganises the cluster ordering so as to compute the new density properties to get the final cluster ordering. Next, we define few terms before explaining the algorithm:
• Mutating points -the points whose core distance may change because of insertion/deletion of a point to/from the cluster ordering are called mutating points. That is, if p is a point to be inserted or deleted, then all the points which lie in ( ) N p E are mutating points.
• Predecessor -predecessor of a point p is defined as the point q with respect to which, its reachability distance is computed in the cluster ordering CO, i.e.,
• Successors -successors of a point p are defined as all the points in the cluster ordering CO whose reachability distance is computed with respect to p, i.e., Suc(p) = {∀q ∈ CO | Pre(q) = p}.
• Moving points -the change in core distances of certain points in the cluster ordering may lead to change in reachability distances of some points in the cluster ordering. As a result, these points may move forward or backward in the cluster ordering. Such points are termed as moving points. The position of successors or predecessors of these moving points may also change, although their reachability distances remain unchanged. These points are also included in the moving points, i.e., if is the point to be inserted/deleted to/from the cluster ordering , then if Mutating( ), then Suc( ) Moving( ) and if Moving( ), then Suc( ) and Pre( ) Moving(p).
Since, the core distance of moving points does not change; their neighbourhood queries are not required. The algorithm (given in Figure 3 ) starts with scanning the points in old cluster ordering CO old and fixing them into a new cluster ordering CO new as they are, until a point q belonging to mutating(p) is encountered. This marks the start of the reorganisation of the cluster ordering. Until the core distance of a point changes, reachability distance of any point in its neighbourhood and its position in the cluster ordering will not change. The reorganisation algorithm then executes like OPTICS. All the points in ( ) N q E are inserted into a min-priority queue, PQ with their updated reachability distances. The reachability distance of the current point in CO old is compared with the reachability distance of Top(PQ) and the point with the smaller reachability distance is fixed into CO new . In case of a delete operation, the point is not fixed in CO new if it is a point to be deleted. If the fixed point is a mutating point, then all the unprocessed points in its neighbourhood are inserted in PQ with their current reachability distances if they are not in PQ or their reachability distances are updated if they are already present in PQ. If the fixed point is a moving point, then its successors and predecessor are inserted or updated in PQ with their reachability distances updated depending on their presence in PQ. The reorganisation terminates when PQ becomes empty. All the unprocessed points in CO old are then appended to the end of CO new as they are.
Here onwards, we refer incremental OPTICS by Kriegel et al. (2003) as point-wise incremental OPTICS. The proposed batch-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm can be efficiently used to update cluster information when data points are inserted/deleted in batches and is shown to be efficient than existing point-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm.
Batch-wise incremental OPTICS can be applied in a landmark model (Aggarwal et al., 2003) where new data keeps on coming in batches and gets appended to the existing data. In this model, we only need to perform batch insertions. The algorithm is also useful in sliding window model (Cao et al., 2006) in which a fixed size window of interest keeps moving forward in time, thereby, leaving out the oldest timestamp batch to incorporate the latest timestamp batch. This involves batch-insertion as well as batch-deletion on the hierarchical cluster ordering. Both can be performed in a single pass over the existing cluster ordering.
We now give a few definitions which are used in the proposed algorithm:
Affected core points -the core points whose core distance may change because of insertion/deletion of a point. If p is a point to be inserted/deleted, then all the core points which lie in ( ) N p E and remain as core points after update, are affected core points (see Figure 4) . Core points referred to herein, also include the previously non-core points which will now become core points.
Example (affected core points): consider example given in Figure 4 where all points are existing data points {x 1 , x 2 , …, x 14 }, except p and q, which are added from new batch of points.
( ) N p E = {x 2 , x 3 , x 7 }, where x 3 is a core point and remains a core point after insertion of the point p. The point x 3 is an affected core point with respect to E = 1 and MinPts = 3. These are analogous to mutating points of point-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm, except that mutating points include both core and non-core points (all the three points in the example, x 2 , x 3 and x 7 are mutating points). This is one of the reasons why our algorithm requires less number of neighbourhood queries as compared to point-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm and thus, is more efficient. For identifying whether a non-core point becomes a core point because of insertion and whether a core point ceases to be a core point because of deletion, we store neighbourhood count of every point from the previous run and update it while finding affected core points. 
Example (affected points): consider the same data given in Figure 4 . ( ) N p E = {x 2 , x 3 , x 7 }, Suc(x 3 ) = {x 2 , x 1 , x 4 , x 7 } and Pre(x 3 ) = φ in cluster ordering, CO. x 3 is an affected core point, all successors will be added to affected points list and if x 2 is an affected point, Suc(x 2 )= φ, Pre(x 2 ) = x 3 get added to affected points list.
In batch-insertion, we get new cluster ordering by applying classical OPTICS on the new batch. The new cluster ordering, CO new , is then merged with the old cluster ordering, CO old , by exploiting the information available in both CO new and CO old and the spatial information available in their respective R-trees. For merging, affected core points need to be identified from both the existing data and the new batch. The procedure findAffectedCorePoints() is described in Figure 5 . In this procedure, we find the overlapping regions between the two R-trees, R 1 and R 2 . The root nodes of R 1 and R 2 , with their -extended E MBRs are compared to get an overlapping region. The -extended E MBR of each node is considered because any affected core point will have points of the new batch in its -neighbourhood. E We keep traversing down both R 1 and R 2 to compare the nodes under the obtained overlap region of their parents until we reach the penultimate level in both the R-trees. For achieving better efficiency, we also compare the overlapping regions of nodes of R 1 and R 2 with that of their parents' overlapping region to remove any empty spaces. We compute distances (for ≤ )
E between the points in the final overlapping region to obtain the affected core points. For each pair of points, for which distance ≤ , E we also increment their neighbourhood counts and if the neighbourhood count is greater than MinPts for any point, then it is marked as an affected core point.
In batch-insertion, the main task is to process a cluster ordering. Before giving description and pseudo code of the algorithm, we explain the procedure through an example:
Example (cluster order processing): consider the data given in Figure 4 (E = 1 and MinPts = 3). All points shown in the figure are existing data points {x 1 , x 2 , …, x 14 }, except p and q. The points p and q are from batch of points to be inserted. For simplicity, only two points are considered from the new batch. These two are core points with core distance 1. Partial cluster ordering, CO old , of existing point is {x 3 , x 1 , x 4 , x 2 , x 7 }. First, we find affected core points which are {x 3 , x 7 , p, q} whose modified core distances are 0.71, 1, 0.71 and 0.71, respectively. We now scan CO old of existing points and stop at first affected core point x 3 ; find its neighbourhood 3 ( ) N x E = {x 1 , x 4 , x 2 , x 7 , p, q} with reachability distances as 1, 0.71, 1, 1, 0.71, 0.71, respectively and insert neighbours of x 3 into min priority queue, PQ with these reachability distances as key; insert x 3 into new cluster ordering CO new ; perform remove min on PQ. Let p be the first point that comes out from PQ. It is an affected core point; Suc(p) = {points from next batch} (which we are not handling here for simplicity) and ( ) N p E = {x 2 , x 3 , x 7 }. Insert p into CO new ; Insert/update unprocessed neighbours x 2 and x 7 of p into PQ with reachability distances 0.71 and 0.71, respectively These are calculated with respect to p; Now PQ has {x 1 , x 4 , x 2 , x 7 , q} with reachability distances as 1, 0.71, 0.71, 0.71, 0.71 respectively; perform remove min on PQ, let x 2 comes out which is neither affected core point nor an affected point; add x 2 to CO new ; Let x 7 be the next point which comes out from PQ, x 7 is an affected core point, Suc(x 7 ) = φ in CO old and 7 ( ) N x E = {p, x 3 , x 6 }. The only unprocessed point is x 6 whose reachability distance with respect to x 7 is 1. x 6 is added to PQ and x 7 is added to CO new . Let PQ gives q next. Again q is an affected core point and Suc(q) = {points from next batch} (which we are not handling here for simplicity) and ( ) N q E = {x 1 , x 3 , x 4 }. Insert/update unprocessed neighbour x 4 of q into PQ with reachability distances 0.71. Add q into CO new and then add x 4 and x 1 into CO new . x 4 and x 1 , successively extracted from PQ, are neither affected core points nor affected points. This completes the update of a cluster. Final partial CO new is {x 3 , p, x 2 , x 7 , q, x 4 , x 1 }. The pseudo code is given in Figure 7 . We now describe the procedure processClusterOrdering:
Step 1 Scan through the cluster ordering and stop at the first unprocessed affected core point.
Step 2 The core distance of this affected core point is updated and non-processed points in its neighbourhood are added/updated to the min-priority queue (with reachability distance as key) (see processAffectedCore procedure in Figure 7 ).
Step 3 A point is dequeued from the top of the priority queue and processed. If the dequeued point is an affected core point, it is processed as in Step 2. Otherwise, its unprocessed predecessor and successors are added/updated to the priority queue (see processAffected procedure in Figure 7 ).
Step 4 Go to Step 3, if the priority queue is not empty. Step 5 Go to Step 1, if the end of cluster ordering is not reached.
At the end of each batch insertion, the existing R-tree is updated by inserting all the points in the new batch. In this paper, we are inserting or deleting points in R-tree in a point-wise manner while more sophisticated algorithms can be used for bulk insertions or deletions. For batch-deletion, all the points in the batch are deleted from the existing R-tree, R 1 , one point at a time. For identifying the affected core points, we use the same method as used in batch-insertion above using a separate R-tree, R 2 , consisting of points in the batch to be deleted. However, this construction cost can be avoided if the older copy of R 2 is used which was constructed while inserting this batch. The procedure findAffectedCorePoints() is called with R 1 and R 2 . In the final overlapping region, for each pair of points for which distance = , E we decrement the neighbourhood count of point belonging to R1, and if its neighbourhood count falls below MinPts, its affected core tag is made FALSE. For all the core points of R 1 that have become non-core points after deletion, along with all the deleted points, we make the reachability distance of their successors as UNDEFINED. We will call these successors whose reachability distance as orphan points. We also keep an orphan flag for each cluster. Orphan flag for a cluster is TRUE if the cluster has at least one orphan point and such clusters are referred to as orphan clusters.
The pseudocode for batch-deletion algorithm is given in Figure 8 . Like the batch-insertion algorithm, the main task in batch-deletion algorithm is to process the cluster ordering. The procedure processClusterOrdering is the same as in batch-insertion algorithm except that in Step 1, we do not stop at an affected core point which belongs to an orphan cluster, because it is possible that an orphan cluster may get merged with clusters that are already fixed. The reason for this exception is explained later in this section.
After all the affected clusters (except some of the orphan clusters) have been processed, we scan through CO old once again and write all the points in unaffected clusters in CO final . At this juncture, some of the points in the orphan clusters and noise remain to be fixed in CO final .
Next, we explain the procedure processOrphanClusters:
Step 1 Scan through CO old and stop at the first unprocessed orphan point, x o . Neighbourhood of x o is computed.
Step 2 In x o 's neighbourhood,
If there is a processed core point x pc , go to Step 3.
Else, if there is a core point x c , go to Step 8.
Else, go to Step 9.
Step 3 x o 's reachability distance is computed with respect to x pc .
Step 4 Fix x o at an appropriate position in CO final below x pc . That is, xo is fixed at a position just before the first point after x pc , is more than x o .
Step 5 x o is then processed in the same way like the other affected core points or affected points (see procedure process in Figure 7 ).
Step 6 A point x p is dequeued from the top of the priority queue and processed like any other affected core or affected point. x p is fixed at an appropriate position in CO final by comparing its reachability distance with the reachability distances of points below x o in CO final and fixing it before the first point, whose reachability distance is more than x p .
Step 7 Repeat
Step 6 until the priority queue becomes empty. Go to Step 9.
Step 8 Compute the reachability distance of x o with a core point x c and add x o to x c 's successor list.
Step 9 Go to Step 1, until CO old is completely traversed.
The orphan points are processed to establish their connections with the clusters that are already fixed. This is because, we only consider the successors and predecessors of affected points without computing their neighbourhood and some of the orphan points may come in their neighbourhood. Otherwise, orphan points may form separate clusters thus, leading to multiple clusters instead of a single cluster as obtained by classical OPTICS. All the unprocessed non-orphan points belonging to orphan clusters are then processed in the same way as the orphan points since there is a possibility of connection of orphan clusters with the clusters already fixed in CO final , through these non-orphan points (repeat Steps 1-9 of processOrphanClusters procedure; in Step 1, instead of stopping at an orphan point, we stop at an unprocessed point belonging to an orphan cluster). At the end of processing of orphan clusters and points, we are left with independent orphan clusters. We process them as we process the non-orphan affected core points and affected points, described in the insertion algorithm (see processClusterOrdering procedure in Figure 7) . Noise is appended to CO final .
Time complexity analysis of batch-wise incremental OPTICS
Let the size of existing data in window be N and the size of batch to be inserted or deleted be n. In practice, N >> n. We also assume that the number of points in -neighbourhood E of any point be m. In this analysis, we assume m to be fixed. The R-tree built upon the existing data in the window is assumed to be already exist before the start of any update.
In case of batch-deletion, the existing R-tree will have size N -n because the points in the batch to be deleted will be removed from the existing R-tree at the start of the updation.
-tree construction time for a batch ( log ) R O n n = *
Time taken by findAffectedCorePoints procedure
Time taken by a neighbourhood query { (log ) or (log( ))} (log ) (log )
Time taken by a core-distance computation (using selectionsort up to MinPts elements) (
Number of affected core points (for which neighbourhood queries are
Since, affected core points are the points in the neighbourhood of n inserted or deleted points. Each point has m neighbours in its -neighbourhood. E
In case of batch-deletion, neighbourhood queries are also performed for some of the orphan points and non-orphan points in orphan clusters.
Number of such points (
In practice, c tends to be small. That is, the number of orphan points and non-orphan points in orphan clusters for which neighbourhood queries are performed, is very small as compared to the size of the window (see Figure 15 ). Number of points for which neighbourhood queries are performed:
Total time taken in neighbourhood and core distance computations
Total time taken by priority queue operations
for both batch-insertion and deletion where 0 1.
f * (N + n) and f * (N -n) are the number of points in the largest cluster in batch-insertion and batch-deletion respectively. Time required for inserting the new batch into the existing R-tree, after batch-insertion
Time required for deleting the batch to be deleted from the existing R-tree, before batch-deletion
Overall time complexity for batch-insertion = cost of R-tree construction time for a batch [equation (7)] + time taken by findAffectedCorePoints procedure [equation (8)] + cost of neighbourhood and core distance computations [equation (12)] + cost of PQ operations [equation (14)] + cost of inserting the new batch into the existing R-tree [equation (15)
Overall time complexity for batch-deletion = cost of R-tree construction time for a batch [equation ( O(n * log n) and O(n * log N) are small in comparison to other terms and thus, ignored. Thus the time complexity will be given by:
The cost of insertion/deletion will be dominated by neighbourhood queries and core distance computations, if E is small. This is because the size of the clusters will be small and thus priority queue size will be small (f << 1). The size of clusters and consequently the size of priority queue will grow with increase in E and eventually f will be close to 1, i.e., priority queue size will be N.
Experimental setup and results
We have used a 3.30 GHz IBM X3250 M4 server having a single processor with four hyper-threaded cores and 32 GB RAM. We used only one thread for processing. The code is implemented in C.
Various real datasets with dimensionality varying from 2 to 11 have been considered for experimentation. The datasets MPAGD (MPAGalaxiesDelucia2006a), MPAH (millimilMPAHalo), DGB (DGalaxiesBower2006a) and DGF (DGalaxiesFont2008a) have been taken from the millennium run database (Springel et al., 2005) . We have also experimented on another dataset Shanghai Bus (SBus) (Patwary et al., 2013) . These datasets have been used in existing work for density-based clustering (He et al., 2011; Patwary et al., 2013) . Details of datasets and parameter chosen for them are presented in Table 1 . For these datasets, samples of different sizes have been randomly selected and assigned timestamps. All time measurements are taken using VampirTrace version 5.14.2 (Brunst et al., 2010) and include time taken for input/output. Landmark model and sliding window model are used to compare performance of the proposed algorithm with that of classical OPTICS (Ankerst et al., 1999) and point-wise incremental OPTICS (Kriegel et al., 2003) . In the proposed approach, both insert and delete operations required for the sliding window protocol, are performed in the same pass. This makes the algorithm efficient. The results obtained for different datasets and for increasing size of incoming batches are presented in Figures 9 and 10. Performance improvement (PI), the ratio of time taken by the proposed algorithm and that of classical OPTICS (re-clustering is done after inserting and/or deleting a batch) or point-wise incremental OPTICS, is used as a metric for performance comparison. The performance improvement achieved by the proposed algorithm is mainly due to reduction in the number of nodes of R-tree(s) visited for performing the neighbourhood queries. The comparison for number of nodes visited is done for both landmark and sliding window protocols. The results are presented in Figures 11 and 12 . The performance improvement achieved by the proposed algorithm over classical OPTICS is mainly due to reduction in number of nodes of R-tree(s) visited for performing the neighbourhood queries. It may be noted that the neighbourhood queries dominate the computations in OPTICS algorithm. Whereas, reduction in number of priority queue operations also contribute towards performance improvement achieved over point-wise incremental OPTICS. The comparison of number of nodes visited is presented in Figures 11 and 12 and comparison of number of priority queue operations is presented in Figures 13 and 14 .
For experiments, each dataset considered is divided into a number of batches based on randomly assigned timestamps. The latest 20 batches are kept for insertion and all earlier batches are considered as existing data. The batch size varies from 0.1 to 0.8 percent of existing data. All datasets are divided into 1,020, 520, 270 and 145 number of batches.
Performance improvement of our batch-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm over classical OPTICS and point-wise OPTICS algorithms in terms of execution time is shown in Figure 9 for the landmark model. PI is found to be significant over both classical and point-wise OPTICS algorithms. In Figure 9 (a), it can be seen that the PI over classical OPTICS decreases with increase in batch size. This is expected, as the time taken by incremental algorithms is proportional to the size of increment whereas the time taken by classical OPTICS remains almost unchanged since the size of the data almost remains same. Whereas, the PI over point-wise incremental OPTICS, increases with increase in batch size. This is because of the ability of the proposed algorithm to process points in bulk for insertion. The performance gap widens with increase in number of points to be inserted. The corresponding results for the sliding window protocol are given in Figure 10 . The same kind of patterns is observed for PI as for the landmark model. The only notable difference is in terms of performance improvement achieved. The performance improvement over classical OPTICS is not as prominent as achieved in the landmark model. This could be mainly attributed to the fact that the oldest batch needs to be purged and new batch needs to be inserted. Consequently, the affected core points will be due to both the batches. This increases the effort required by the proposed algorithm for sliding window protocol vis-à-vis the landmark model. Whereas, the efforts required by the classical OPTICS for sliding window and landmark window are almost same. This can be seen from Figure 10 (a). In case of point-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm, in the best case, the performance improvement is almost double as compared to landmark model [see Figure 10 (b) ]. This can be attributed to the fact that in sliding window, both inserts and deletes are performed in the same pass in the proposed algorithm while the point-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm performs these operations separately.
The performance gains reported in Figures 9 and 10 are due to two main factors. The proposed algorithm visits much less number of R-tree nodes as compared to both classical and point-wise incremental OPTICS algorithms (see Figures 11 and 12 ) for neighbourhood queries. Also, the number of operations performed on the priority queue is much less (see Figures 13 and 14) . The contribution towards performance improvement of the former is much greater than the later. In case of classical OPTICS, it is mainly due to less number of nodes visited, whereas in case of point-wise incremental, the number of priority queue operations also contributes significantly. In Figure 11 , we present the ratio of number of nodes of R-tree visited by the classical OPTICS and point-wise incremental OPTICS to that of batch-wise incremental algorithm for increasing batch sizes. This result is given in support of the performance improvement achieved (see Figures 9 and 10 ). It is found that the number of nodes visited by the classical OPTICS is up to 20 times more than that of the proposed algorithm as seen in Figure 11 (a). In case of the point-wise incremental algorithm the number of nodes visited is up to four times [see Figure 11 (b) ]. The reason for high ratio for classical OPTICS is because it performs neighbourhood queries for the entire dataset. Whereas, the ratio is not so high for point-wise incremental algorithm. The savings in number of nodes visited by the proposed algorithm is because of the fact that it finds affected core points for the batch of incoming data points as a whole. Whereas, the point-wise incremental algorithm find the mutating points for each incoming point separately. This may lead to multiple neighbourhood queries for the same mutating point. The same kind of patterns is observed for the sliding window protocol and the results are presented in Figure 12 . The number of operations performed on the priority queue are also compared. The results are presented in Figures 13 and 14 . In classical OPTICS, enqueue and dequeue operations are performed once for every point except the noise points. In batch-wise incremental OPTICS, enqueue and dequeue operations are performed once for each point in the affected clusters only. In the worst case, number of enqueue and dequeue operations will be performed once for every point when all the clusters are affected. In our experiments, the ratio of the number of PQ operations in classical OPTICS to that in batch-wise incremental OPTICS is between 1 and 1.5. This is expected because the incoming points are randomly distributed and thus, affect a good fraction of clusters. The results for landmark and sliding window models are presented in Figures 13(a) and 14(a) respectively. In point-wise incremental OPTICS, enqueue and dequeue operations are performed once for every point in the affected clusters as in batch-wise incremental OPTICS. But, when multiple points are inserted or deleted using point-wise incremental OPTICS, there is a high probability of the same cluster being affected multiple times. Therefore, the ratio of number of PQ operations in point-wise incremental OPTICS to that in batch-wise incremental OPTICS is very high (up to 6,800) as shown in Figures 13(b) and 14(b) for landmark and sliding window models respectively. In Figure 15 , we present results corresponding to orphan points which were introduced in Section 5. In the proposed algorithm, for deleting points in a batch-wise manner, we need to find neighbourhoods of some of the orphan points and also some other points in orphan clusters. Such points are a very small fraction of the total number of points in the dataset as is evident from the figure.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an efficient batch-wise incremental OPTICS algorithm which performs insertion and deletion of a batch of points in a hierarchical clustering ordering. Unlike streaming clustering algorithms, our algorithm gives cluster membership of the data objects and therefore, well-suited for the applications where object's cluster membership is required. We have compared the performance of our algorithm with that of classical OPTICS algorithm and also with point-wise incremental algorithm using real datasets and have shown that our algorithm performs significantly better for both landmark and sliding window scenarios and consistently for all datasets considered. The performance improvement can be mainly attributed to reduced number of neighbourhood queries and priority queue operations.
